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Thank you for attending today's recital. 
We kindly request that all electronic devices be turned off 
and that applause be withheld until the end of each 
instrumental piece. 
Thank you and enjoy the performance! 
"'""' Program "'""' 
Sonata No. 17 in D minor, Op. 31 
No.2- "The Tempest" 
1. Largo - Allegro 
2. Adagio 
3. Allegretto 
Polonaise in F-sharp minor, Op. 44 




"'""' Intermission "'""' 
Scherzo No.2 in B-flatminor, Op. 31 
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Ludwig van Beetlwven was a German composer. He was a crucial f-igure in the 
transitional period between the C lassical and Romantic eras in Western classical 
music, and remains one of the most acclaimed and influential composers of all 
time. 
A virtuoso at the keyboard, Beethoven used the piano as his personal musical 
laboratory, and the piano sonata became, more than any other genre of mu-
sic, a place where he could experiment with harmony, motivic development, the 
contextual use of form, and, most important, his developing view of music as a 
self-expressive art. 
The Piano Sonata No. 17 in D minor, Opus 31, No. 2, was composed in 
1801/02. It is usually referred to as "The Tempest" (orDer Sturm in his native 
German). Wh.en asked to explain the significance of this sonata, Beethoven said: 
"Read attentively Shakespeare s Tempest!" 
Like the title of Shakespeare's play, Beethoven's sonata must qualify as one of the 
most expressively "tempestuous" in the repertoire. 
************************************************************ 
************************************************************ 
Frederic Chopin was a Polish composer and virtuoso pianist of the Romantic 
period. 
In 1841, the Polonaise in F-sharp minor, Op. 44 was composed and dedicated 
to Princess Ludmilla de Beauveau, a prominent member of the Polish emigre 
community in Paris. This composite work is in ternary form, with a Tempo di 
Mazurka passage in its central section in A major. 
A polonaise is usually a dance in triple meter and moderate tempo, with the ac -
cent seeming to fall on the first beat thanks to its typical rhythmic pattern: an 
eighth note followed by two sixteenth notes, then four more eighths. A triple-
meter mazurka, in Chopin's hands, tends to sound less belligerent and more 
graceful, witl~ the accents shifting to the second or third beats. 
************************************************************ 
************************************************************ 
The Scherzo No. 2 in B-f/at minor, Op. 31 is Chopin's most famous scherzo. 
It was composed and published in 1837, and was dedicated to Countess Adele 
Furstensein. 
This particular piece is concerned to integrate contrasts of several qualities -
gestural, tonal, rhythmic, thematic, and even stylistic - and on several struc-
tural levels. In keeping with such concerns, it leans towards the sonata principle, 
though its formal starting-point is still 'scherzo' and 'trio: 
The sc/1e1·zo traditionally retains the hiple meter time signature and ternary form 
of the mi11uet, but is considerably quicl~er. It is often, but not always, of a light-
hearted nature. The word "scherzo" means "jol~e" in Italian. However, out of Fre-
deric Chopin's four well-known scherzi for the piano, tl~e first tluee are especially 
dark and dramatic, and hardly come off as jol~es. 
************************************************************ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Felix Mendelssohn was a German composer, pianist, organist, and conductor of 
the early Romantic period. 
Rondo Capriccioso, Op. 14 was written in 1830 in a five-part compound rondo 
form. It begins with a rather substantial A11dante introduction in 4/4 meter and E 
major which stands on its own. Atthe beginning of the second section (P,·esto), the 
time signature changes from common time to a lively dance-like 6 /8 along with a 
change of l~ey signature (E minor). 
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